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Grapevine Canyon Falls State Park is a state park
of California, United States, located on the
American River approximately north of
Sacramento. The park was established in 1963,
and is of land dedicated to environmental
protection. The park is located on the banks of the
American River, downstream from the confluence
of the Big American River and middle American
River branches. Description Grapevine Canyon
Falls State Park is part of a larger system, which
includes the American River Refuge, a man-made
earthen levee built between the state park and
the American River. The state park is of land of
dedicated to environmental protection. The park
sits on the lower bank of the American River, on
the borders of the Imperial Irrigation District. It is
a popular stop for recreational visitors of the area;
the park hosts a public restroom, a concession
stand, and a visitor center. The park is open year-
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round with spring and summer hours. Along with
fishing, hiking and picnicking are popular
activities, with more than of trails in the park.
Grapevine Canyon Falls is a waterfall. (The
waterfall is located on the property of American
River College.) The canyon of the river has been
dammed at its lower end, leaving the narrow
gorge full of rocks and tree roots. Bighorn sheep,
wild turkeys, and coyote are common at the park;
coyote pups, spotted skunks, and porcupines have
been seen in the park. History Grapevine Canyon
was the site of the first mining operations in the
American River valley. The name of the canyon is
derived from the name of the American River Gold
Rush town. While the first prospectors found gold
here, it was in the hands of Henry Placer after
1858 that the canyon began to be mined, and the
town of Placer City started up. Miners seeking
gold from Placer City often used the many steep
chutes along the river's course to avoid the
human guards. The area became a state park in
1963.
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